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1 Financia! markets 

"The same equations have the same solutions" 
R. Feynman 

Although one can find examples of financia\ markets going back to the middle 
a.ges, organized financia\ markets became common in the secon<l half of the 
19'th century. One of the most representative cases was the bond issue that 
took place in 1857, to finaRce tf.i.e construction of the railroad system in the 
United States. It is important to point out that the original needs that finan
cia! markets were destined to ad<lress were: the financing of enterprises, and 
the uncertainty of future eveNts. 

Up until recently, finaBcial trading consisted mainly of two aspects: trading 
of underlying financia! instruments (currencies, stocks and bonds) 1 and the 
trading of their futures contracts. A futures contract is a transaction by which 
two counterparties agree on a future purchase at a pre-determined price. As 
will become more clear larter in this article, trading of both types has a linear 
dependence on market events, and therefore the risk it entails is rather limited. 
In the seventies, new types of financial products were developed and traded 
in large volumes: the derivatives. Here is a simple example of a derivative: 

Imagine a certain stock trades today at $1 per share, and i·ts future value 
(after one year1 far example) can only be one of the following tw0 values: $2, 
or $0.50. The following graph summarizes this situation. 
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Two individuals, A and B, agree te enter into the following transacti0n: 
A pays B $1 if the stock increases in value, and nothing if the stock price 
decreases in value. The only thing left t0 do is for tbe two of them to agree on 
the price. This fi.nancial contract can be summarized by the following graph: 

From a certain p0int 0f view, 0l'le might try to model the problem as 
follows: call p the probability the st0ck increases in value, and q = 1 - p the 
pr0bability it decreases in value. Therefore, it seems tbat the fair price for the 
contract would be $p. We will see bel0w that this is not quite correct, but for 
the time being the reader shol:l1ld realize that the price fixed in this mainner is 
tased on the participants' per-ception on the likelyho0d of future events, and 
therefore it is not unlike garmbling in a casino. 

To understand another way to price the contract, consider the foll0wing 
¡:>ossibility (we assume that interest rates are O, to simplify the argument; 
otherwise, a small modification is neecled): A sets the price at $0.333 ami 
B agrees; the transaction takes place, A i.mclertakes obligations with B far a 
payment of $1 if the stock value g0es u¡¡¡, ancl B gives A $0.1/3; at this ¡:>0int, 
A borrows an additional $0.333 frnm a h>ank (interest free); with the money A 
charged B and borrowed from the bank, a total of $0.666, A buys 2/3 0f 0ne 
unit of stock. 

• If the stock increases in value, A will sell its 2/3 of stock for $1.333¡ this 
is exactly what is neecled for A to pay B what it owes ($1), and to re¡:>ay 
the loan ($1/3). 

• If the stock decreases in value, A pays B nothing, and selling 2/3 0f stock 
gives A just enough money to return the value of the loan. 

In other words, from a replication point of view, the fair value of the 
contract is $0.333 , because there is a trade (buying 2/3 of stock, and taking a 
loan of $1/ 3) which costs exactly that much, and has the same cash flows as 
the contract that A and B have wi t h each other, under each of the possible 
events . The advantage ofthis approach is that the price is determined without 
any assumpt ion on the prnbability distribution of stock prices. 
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Although t his is clearly a simple example, volumes of derivative have inM 
creased very rapidly throughout the 19901s 1 and t hey all share with our simple 
example the following properties: 

• The contract has (or may have) a purchase price. 

• Its future cash flows are linked to the behavior of the underlying (a stock1 

a bond, exchange rate, the price of a commodity, ar many others). 

• They offer the purchaser a certain type of insura nce. In our example, 
individua\ B may have an interest in entering iota the contract to protect 
himself against increasing costs linked to t he increase of t he value of t he 
stock. 

• They can also offer the purchaser the possibility of a speculative investM 
ment. ln our example, if B simply buys the stock, and not the derivative, 
if the stock increases in price (by 1003), be will obtain a return of 100% 
also; if the stock drops by 503, his losses wouls also be of 503. However, 
by purchasing the derivative instead, an increase of the stock price by 
10031 lurns his invcstment of $0.333 into 1.00, t.hat is, a 2003 return 
on the investment. If the stock drops1 he will lose bis entire investment. 
This is what we made a reference to before as a nonMlinear investment. 

• lssuing derivative contracts forces the issuer to seek replication (hedging) 
strategies, to minimize its risk. 

2 Stochastic Calculus and the B lack-Scholes formula 

Far the example presented in t he previous section to be applicable lo a wide 
variety of financia! derivatives1 one needs to extend the argument to take into 
account a continuum of fu t u re possible stock values, the possibility of trading 
at frequenL intervals, and many different payMofT structures. T hcse problems 
were tackled by a variety of authors, but the t heory that has become most 
famous has been the one developed by Black, Merton and Sholes, which Jead 
to the obel prize awarded to t he two last ones {Fisher Black d ied a year 
prior to tbe award). ln this section we present, in heuristic form, t he basic 
arguments that lcad up to t he theory. 

Let's begin with an example. Consider an underlying (a certain stock, 
for instance) with a value S, which wi ll depend on t ime in some stochast ic 
manner. A European cal! on S is a contracl that a llows t he holder to purchase 
t he stock at a predetermined price f( (strike price) , at a later point in time 
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T (expirat ion date). Equivalently, it will give the holder a payment (pay-off ) 
/o(S) equal to 

{ 
S - K 

f o(S) = (S - K) + = O 
if S 2'. K 

otherwise 

In the previous section we have computed the pr ice for such an instrument 
in a simple case, when S can only take two values in the fu t ure , and K = l. 
We also obtained a replicating ( or hedging) strategy. We would like to extend 
t his analysis. 

The Black- Scholes analysis will allow us to create replicat ing port fo lios. It 
will also a llow us to price options more comlicated than t he European (such as 
t he American, which allow t he hold to redeem the opt ion at any time, before 
expiration). 

To explain t his ana lysis in its simplest case, consider a market in which 
the following three securities are available for trade: 

• A riskless bond with constant interest rate r ; its price at time t is given 
by 

B (t) = e- <CT - t) . 

• A stock whose value evolves according to the stochastic differential equa-
tion 

dS S =cr dt + vdW, (1) 

where a > O is the instantaneous rate oí return on the stock per un it 
t ime, dW is t he standard Wiener P rocess and v 2: O is the volatili ty. 

• An opt ion wit h payoff at maturi ty given by f o(S). We wilJ denote its 
price by / (S, t), which is determined by t he price S oí the stock at time 
t. 

T he derivative security can be priced by mea ns of a replicating portfo lio 
IT (t ) made up oí a(t) uni ts of t he underlying risky asset S as well as b( t ) pure 
discount riskless bonds. The composit ion oí t he replicating portfolio must 
be dynamica11y adjusted so that a( t ) and b(t ) are adapted processes wit h 
respect to S(t) and the value oí fl (t) rep licates that oí the deri vative securit ies 
whenever this one expi res. One wa.y to fo rmu late t he repl icat ion condit ion is 
to cons ider an investor t ha t takes a short posit ion in the der ivat ive asset and 
implements a self-financing trading strategy by fo rming a portfolio n (t ) which 
conta ins bonds and shares of t he underlying ri sky asset. 
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Self-financing means that no money is put into the portfolio ancl no money 
is taken away from t he p0rtfoli0 after t be creation of the p0rtfolio. In 0ther 
w0rds, stock ca:n cmly be pui:cbased (or sold) by selling (or buying) b0ncls, 
and bonds can 0n1ly be pmchased (or sold) by selling (or buying) stoek. In 
mathematical terms, 

daS + dbB = O. 

The value of the replicating portfolio Il (t) is 

TI(t) = a(t)S(t) + b(t )B (t ), 

and the replicarting assuompti0n implies t hat 

Il (t) = f(S(t ), t ). 

This equation determines the number of bonds¡ in fact 

( ) _ f(S (t ), t) - a(t)S (t) 
b t - B (t) . 

The self-financing c0ncl•iti0n is 

Sda + B db = O. 

Hence, we ha.ve thart 

dil adS + Sda + bdB + Bdb 
adS + bdB 
dS + r(J - aS) dt 

[aaS + r(J - as)] dt + aaS dW. 

By using Ito's formula , we find 

81 s (ª1 ~ 2s2821 ) d dJ = as d + 81 + 2,, asi t 

a¡ (ª! a¡ 1 2 ,a'J) 
asªSdW + 8t +asas+ 2,, S BS' dt. 

T he bedging condition df = dJl is therefore equivalent to 

a¡ 
a(t) = as(S(t), t ) (2) 
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and 
?1 - - ~ 's'ª'f a¡ 8t - 2" 8S2 -r sas +rf. (3) 

Equation (2) tells us the number of shares to be bought or sold at each time 
to repl icate the price of the option. Equation (3) is a backwards difussion 
equation that the price of the option has to satisfy. When we couple (3) with 
the payoff at maturity, we end up with the backwards initial value problem 

{ 
a¡ 
&t 

f(S,T) 

(4) 

!o(S). 

This determines the value of the option at ali times prior to maturity, for all 
values of the underlying stock. 

One of the marvels of th is theory is that the Black and Scholes equat ion 
is (in different units ) the same as the heat equatio111 a well known partial 
equation that describes heat transmission in a homogenous body. Moreover, 
Einstein wrote a famous paper where he connected the Brownian theories 
with the heat equation, and Bachelier developed similar ideas in his thesis in 
1900. Brownian theories borrow the name of Brown who created the concept 
of errat ic motion wben stud ing the movement of particles of dust, a concept 
refered to explicitly by Darwin in his theory of the evolution of the species. 
What we find there is that , the mathematica! principles t hat lead to the Black
Scholes t heory had already been developed about one hundred years ago, and 
they share the same mathematical foundation as the physics of heat transfer , 
dust mot ion, and share the same language as genetic biology. 

3 Risk Management 

It may appear, from the pr incipies of hedging a nd replication expla ined above1 

t hat trad ing can a lways be done in a riskless manner , because one 's posit ions 
can be replicated by trading in the market . However , t his is only accurate 
taking into account a large se t of assumptions; risk lu.rks in severa! places: in 
t he validi ty of lhe gaussian assumption, in the assumpt ion thal trading will 
be done cont inuously and without transaction charges, in the assumpt ion that 
the counterparty of t he contract will always honor their obligations, in the 
assumplion t hat securit ies are always available for t rade, and many others. 
Purthermore, one might think t hat the previous long list of sources of risk 
leads makes lhe mat hematical theory presented above nothing else than a 
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theoretical excercise. T he truth is somewhere in-between: t he ma.thematical 
theory oí finance is a superb too! which enables businesses to trade away their 
risks, but there is a residual source oí risk which it does not elimina.te and 
must be monitored and managed as a separate process. 

ln 1991, the Bank far lnternational Settlements held a meeting in Basle1 

where it came up with a number oí recommendations for the risk management 
oí banks t hroughout the world. One oí t he recommendations is that banks 
should calculate a number1 called Value-at-Risk, wbich can be roughly defined 
as the amount oí money the bank can lose on a bad market <lay. T his definition 
will be enough for our purposes below. The purpose oí this least section is to 
show how simple mathematics can enter, in strage ways, in tackling difficult 
problems in banking. 

4 An example 

T he calculat.ion oí Value-at-Risk oí a portfolio can be done through the genera
t ion oí íuture scenarios1 evaluating t he portfolio under each of t hose scenarios, 
and obtaining statistical conclusions about the losses iníerred from those val
uations. Sometimes1 t he bottleneck in this approach is the ability to evaluate 
the portfolio under a large colletion oí scenarios. One simple example is a port
folio of so-called mortgage backed securities; these are instruments whose value 
are linked to the value of mortgages. Mortgages are very interesting objeds, 
which have a very difficult dependency of market variables, as follows: 

A mortgage allows the holder to borrow a certain amount of money, which 
is paid back in regular intervals (usually to buy a house) using an interest rate 
whid1 is often fixed. Once they have been obtained, they can be considered to 
be an asset , which can have a positive value (the case when interest rates rise), 
a negative value (when interest rates drop), or stay ata constant value (when 
interest rates stay constant). T he dependence is howe\ter more subtle, because 
interest rates are not given by a single number, but by a curve, representing 
the interest rate of a ll possible terms (one day, one month, severa! years, etc.). 
While the value of t he rnortgage clearly increases or decreases as ali rates 
go up or down, it is not so easy to figure out how its value changes as the 
curve experiences twists and changes in shape. Moreover, mortgages give the 
holder the option to prepay, at \east part of the mortgage, which the user <loes 
when the curve moves in certain directions which makes pre-payment increase 
the value of the mortgage, something which we al ready discussed could be 
cl ifficult to determine. The cnd result, is t hat pricing a mortgage when the 
interesl rate curve changes1 can be a very difficult computational exercise, and 
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c0mputing this for a large p0rtfoli0 of mortgages, with a fixed interest rate 
curve, could add up to half an hour 0f c0mputater time. The implicati0n of 
this is that performing a VaR calcula.ti0n 0n the portfolio, usua.lly requiring 
severa} thousand or milli0ns 0f samples1 is out of the question1 as it would 
take years or centuries of c0mputer time. This p0ses the following interesting 
optimization problem, in mathematical terms: 

C0nsider a function (the p0rtfoli0 value) 

f(x), x = (x1,- · · , xn) E IR". 

Consid.er a multivariate pr0@abiility distribution for x ( we can assume it t0 be 
Gaussian}. Determine a set 0f k p0ints (20, for example1 which allows for a:n 
overnight calculation), x 1 1 • • • 1 Xk 1 ancl clenote by g(x) the function obtained 
by linearly interpolating the varlues 

(x;, f(x;)), i = 1, ... , k. 

Furthermore, consider the clifference 111 - gJll in s0me appropriate n0rm (su¡:i
n0rm, for simplicity). 

The problem consists in determining the ¡:ioints x¡ such that the n0rm 
difference between f and g is minirnized. 

To understand what is inv0lvecl in this problem, consider the simplest 
solution: a two-dimensional risk s¡:iace, with a set of X¡ which form a certain 
square grid. 

Because we are approximat ing a functi0n by its linear approximation, the 
value of t he reduction in the numhier 0f points, by Taylor's theorem can be 
considered to be proportional to 

V 
µ. = d.2' 

where each gr id point has a cell associated of volume V , and the point which is 
fur t hes t from a grid point is at a dis tance d. The reason for t his is the fact that 
the number of points required to fill t he ri sk- space is inversly proportional to 
V, a nd because t he largest error in the linear approximation is proportional 
to the square of t be largest d istance. 

Far t he square grid , we have V = 1, and d = 1/./2. T his y ields 
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This yields 

µsquarcGrid = 2 

For tbe hexagonal grid, we have V= ./3/2, and d = 1/ .,/3. T his yields 

1'H0<Goid = 3./3/2 "' 2.5980. 

Therefore, performance 0f the hexagonal grid will be ·roughly· 30% betber 
than t.he square grid. 

When one tries t0 extend this example to t he case of m0re dimensions 
(the case for sure in mmtgage portfolios, as we saw, infiuenced by ali the 
interest rates of ali ¡:i0ssihile terms), one finds having to <lea.! with optima! 
packing lat.tices in spaces of possibly high dimensions; this is one of Hilbert's 
problems and one that still rema.ins unsolved to t his date {s0lutions do exist 
in dimeosions 2 and 3, a.nd up to 8 in sorne form) . 

The previous expositi011 has been conducted without refeuencing to basic 
literature, to aid in the r.eading of the basic concept.s. References that the 
interested reader mary find useful to deepen in some of the issues presented 
here are: 
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